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Let X be a proper metric space and let VX be its Higson corona. We prove that the covering dimension of VX does 
not exceed the asymptotic dimension asdimX of X introduced by M. Gromov. In particular, it implies that 
dim vR” = n for euchdean and hyperbolic metrics on R”. We prove that for finitely generated groups r’ c r with 
word metrics the inequality dim VT < dim VT holds. Also we prove that a small action at infinity of a geometrically 
finite group F on some compactification X’ of the universal covering space X = ET enables one to map the Higson 
compactification onto X’. In that case the rational acyclicity of X’ implies the conjecture by S. Weinberger for 
X which is a form of the Novikov Conjecture for r. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a metric space and let B,(x) denote the closed ball of radius r centered at x E X. 
A metric on X is called proper if all balls B,(x) are compact. If Y is a metric space, we say 
that a functionf: X + Y is slowly oscillating if for any r > 0 the diameter of the setf(&(x)) 
tends to zero when x E X tends to infinity, i.e. for given t: > 0 there is a compact set C c X 
such that diamf(B,(x)) < E for x E X\C. The set C,(X) of all slowly oscillating bounded 
complex functions on X is a closed C*-subalgebra of the C*-algebra C(X) of all continuous 
bounded complex functions on X and thus corresponds to a compactification X of X which 
is called the Higson compactijcation. We only study the Higson compactification of 
noncompact, locally compact metric spaces with proper metrics. Under these circumstances 
the algebra C,(X) is not separable and hence the space X is not metrizable. The compactifi- 
cation 8 is characterized by the following property: if K is a compact metric space, then 
a continuous function f: X + K extends over R if and only if f is slowly oscillating [ 16, 
Proposition 11. The Higson corona of X is the compact space VX = X\X. It was introduced 
in order to connect the coarse cohomology (K-theory) of X with the ordinary Tech 
cohomology (K-theory) of VX [12, IS]. 
The Higson corona is used for formulations of some generalizations of the Novikov 
conjecture on the homotopy invariance of the higher signatures. According to the Descent 
Principle [19] the Novikov conjecture can be derived from the coarse version of the 
Baum-Connes conjecture. Instead of groups the coarse Baum-Connes conjecture deals 
with uniformly contractible metric spaces. We recall that a metric space X is uniformly 
contractible if for every R > 0 there exists a bigger S > 0 such that every ball BR(x) is 
contractible to a point in B,(x). The coarse Baum-Connes conjecture says that for every 
uniformly contractible proper metric space X a certain natural homomorphism 
~1, : KX,(X) -P K,(C*(X)) is an isomorphism. Here C*(X) is some special C*-algebra 
closely connected to X for the description of which we send the reader to [13]. The other 
group KX,(X) is the coarse K-homology group of X [18] which equals the direct limit 
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DirLim K’,f(Ni) of K-homology groups with locally finite supports of nerves of an anti-Tech 
system of covers of X. The homomorphism CL, is a sort of an ‘analytic index’ map. The early 
version of this conjecture [lS, 133, disproved in [4], considered the composition p = pL, 0 c: 
KY(X) + K,(C*(X)) where c: KY(X) + KX,(X) is the homomorphism generated by 
projections to the nerves of an anti-Tech system. The weak version of the coarse 
Baum-Connes conjecture, which is also of great importance, states that pL, is a mono- 
morphism after tensoring with the rationals. 
S. Weinberger noticed [ 183 that if the boundary homomorphism a : H* - ’ (vX; Q) + H,* 
(X; Q) is an epimorphism for a uniformly contractible metric space X, then the weak version 
of the coarse Baum-Connes conjecture holds for X. Thus the following two conjectures are 
natural [18]: 
(1) I? : H*- ‘(vX; Q) --+ H:(X; Q) is an epimorphism for all uniformly contractible 
spaces X. 
(2) R*(rii; Q) = 0 for uniformly contractible X and its Higson compactification X. 
Clearly, (2) implies (1). It turns out that (2) is not true even for X = R” with the euclidean 
metric [16]. Thus, the conjecture (2) cannot produce the Novikov conjecture ven for Z”. In 
this paper we verify conjecture (1) (the Weinberger conjecture) for a broad class of spaces 
and in particular for the euclidean space R”. It is not clear that our result would add 
something new to the list of groups for which the Novikov Conjecture and some other 
relevant conjectures are proven (see [l-3, 7, 8, 13-15, 17, 213). 
A finitely generated group I can be considered as a metric space with a word metric. The 
word metric on I depends on the choice of a finite set of generators but the Higson corona 
VI does not depend on that choice. If the classifying space BI is a finite complex, then 
v(m) = d-. 
PROBLEM. Does the inequality dim VI< cc imply the Novikov conjecture for a group r? 
This problem is quite natural in the view of our main result and the following 
remarkable theorem by Yu [21]. 
THEOREM. Let I- be a group with a finite complex BT. Zf the asymptotic dimension 
asdim I is finite, then the Novikov Conjecture holds for r and the coarse Baum-Connes 
conjecture holds for ET. 
The asymptotic dimension asdim X of a metric space X with a proper metric d does not 
exceed n if and only if for any number R there exist uniformly bounded families pl, . . . , pn + 1 
of subsets of X such that for every i = 1, . . . , n + 1 all the pairwise distances between 
members of pi are > R and p = Ulz: pi covers X. The asymptotic dimension asdim X of 
a metric space X was introduced by Gromov [lo]. In his notation it was asdim. X. 
In the present paper we prove that the dimension of the Higson corona does not 
exceed the asymptotic dimension asdimX of X. Recall that the dimension dim K 
of a compact (or paracompact) space K does not exceed n if and only if for any 
open cover a of K there exist disjoint families 1i, . . . , A,+ 1 of open sets such 
that ;1 = IJ~~~ 3bi covers X and refines c( (in the sense that every member of 1 is con- 
tained in a member of a), see [6, Theorem 3.2.41. Let us say that a family ,u of subsets of 
X is uniformly bounded if there is a constant C such the diameters of all members of p 
are < C. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a metric space with a proper metric. Then the dimension dim VX of 
the Higson corona does not exceed the asymptotic dimension asdimX of X. 
Gromov’s result [lo] on the asymptotic dimension of hyperbolic spaces implies the 
following: 
COROLLARY 1.2. For a hyperbolic space X, dim vX< co. 
If X is Euclidian space R” with the usual metric, then asdim X = n. To see this, note that 
there exist disjoint families &, . , A,+ 1 of open subsets of R” of diameter < 1 such that for 
some r > 0 and each i = 1, . . , n + 1 the pairwise distances between members of Ai are > r 
and the family 1, = (Jlz: Ai covers R”. Such families can be easily obtained from a triangula- 
tion of R” with mesh < 1. The image of each Ai under a dilatation with a large coefficient is 
a family of uniformly bounded sets with large pairwise distances, whence the inequality 
asdim R” < n. On the other hand, assume that asdimR” < k for some k. Contracting the 
space R” with a large coefficient and taking closures, we get from the families li which 
appear in the definition of the asymptotic dimension a closed s-cover of multiplicity 
d k + 1 of the unit cube in R”, where E is a small positive number. Since the dimension of 
the cube equals n, we have k > n. Thus asdim R” = n. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
dim vR” d n. We show that actually we have here an equality: 
THEOREM 1.3. For Euclidian space R” with the usual metric the dimension of the Higson 
corona vR” equals n. 
The relation between the Higson corona of a metric space and the Higson corona of 
a subspace with the induced metric is the following: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let X be a proper metric space and let Y be a closed subset with the induced 
metric. Then the closure of Y in the Higson compactiJication 8 is homeomorphic to the Higson 
compactification of Y. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let X be a metric space with a proper metric. Every slowly oscillating 
function f: Y -+ R, defined on a closed subspace Y of X, has a slowly oscillating extension 
over X. 
Every contracting proper map f: Y -+ X between metric spaces defines a map between 
Higson coronas vf : v Y + vX. If a map f is a quasi-isometry onto the image, then f induces 
an imbedding of Higson coronas by Theorem 1.4. In some cases we have an imbedding of 
coronas even if f is not a quasi-isometry onto Zm( f ). 
THEOREM 1.6. For everyjnitely generated group r and ajnitely generated subgroup r’, 
the map v(i): VT -+ VT, generated by the inclusion i: r’ -+ r, is an imbedding. 
In this paper we verify the Weinberger conjecture in the following situation. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let I’ be a group with afinite complex BT such that ET admits a compact$- 
cation X with the following properties: 
(1) 8 is rationally acyclic; 
(2) the action of r on ET is small at infinity in X. 
Then the Weinberger conjecture holds for ET. 
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Here we say that the action of I is small at infinity in X if for every compact set C c ET 
the family T(C) = {g(C)lg E I} is vanishing at the boundary X\EI’. 
A partial case of the Novikov conjecture is the Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg conjecture 
[l 1,201: An aspherical manifold cannot carry a metric of a positive scalar curvature. We can 
get the Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg conjecture from Theorem 1.7 with a weaker form of 
condition (1). 
THEOREM 1.8. Let M” be an n-dimensional aspherical manifold with the universal covering 
space N having a compactijcation N’ such that 
(1) ii”(N’;Q) = 0; 
(2) the action of r = n1 (M”) on N is small at infinity in N’. 
Then M” cannot carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. 
We prove our Theorems 1.1-1.6 in Section 2 and Theorems 1.7, 1.8 in Section 3. 
2. DIMENSION OF THE HIGSON CORONA 
Throughout this section X will be a metric space with a proper metric d, 
Definition 2.1. A finite system El, . . . , E, of subsets of X diverges if for any R > 0 the 
intersection of the R-neighbourhoods of the sets Ei, 1 < i < n, is a bounded subset of X. 
Equivalently, a system El, . . . , E, diverges if and only if the function F: X --t R + defined 
by F(x) = x1= I d(x, Ei) satisfies the condition lim,,, F(x) = co. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let CI = {E,, . . . , E,} be a family of closed subsets of X such that nx = 0. For 
XCX and i = 1, . . . , n let A(x) = d(x, Ei), and let F = I:= 1 fi. Zf the family o! diverges, then 
each function gi =f;/F(l < i < n) is slowly oscillating. 
Proof: Fix a positive number r. We must show that if d(x, y) < r and x, y are close to 
infinity, then Igi(x) - gXy)I is arbitrarily small, Since F tends to infinity, it suffices to prove 
the estimate 
Igi(x) - gO)I G (n + 1)4x, Y)/F(x). 
Note that If;(x) -f;(y)1 < d(x, y), 1 < i < n, and that IF(x) - F(y)1 < n.d(x, y). Hence 
G 4x, Y) I n. 4x, Y) = (n + 1) 4x, Y) 
F(x) F(x) F(x) ’ 
as required. q 
If A is a subset of X, we denote by A the closure of A in the Higson compactification 8. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For a finite system El, . . . , E, of subsets of X the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) vX n nf= 1Ei = 0; 
(2) the system El, . . . , E, diverges (Dejnition 2.1). 
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Proof: We prove that (1) implies (2). Suppose that the system El, . . . , E, does not 
diverge. Then there exist a sequence x1, x2, . . . of points in X which tends to infinity and 
a positive number R such that d(xi, Ej) < R for all i andj. Let p E VX be a cluster point of the 
sequence x1, x2, . . . . Then pEI?j for each j= 1, . . . . n, since for any slowly oscillating 
functionfon X the distance betweenf(xi) andf(Ej) tends to zero as i tends to infinity. Thus 
pEVXnn~=rEi#@. 
We prove that (2) implies (1). Let El, . . . , E, be a divergent system. Let K be a compact 
subset of X containing the intersection of the 1-neighbourhoods of the sets Ei, and let Fi be 
the closure in X of the set Ei\K, 1 < i < n. Then fly= 1 Fi = 0. Lemma 2.2 implies that there 
exist slowly oscillating real functions gr, . . . , g,, on X such that Fi c g; ‘(0) (1 < i 6 n) and 
Cy=_1 gi = 1. Let Gi: R + R be the continuous extension of gi. Since Cy=r Gi = 1, we have 
fly== 1 Fi c fly= r G,: ’ (0) = 0. Since VX n Ei = VX n Fi, it follows that vX n of= 1 Ei = 0. 
0 
Dejinition 2.4. Let a = {O,, . . . , 0,) be a family of subsets of X. The Lebesguefunction 
L of tx is defined by L(x) = maxi 4 i $ n d(x, X\Oi). 
If V is an open subset of X, we denote by p the largest open set U in X such that 
UnX = V. We have P = X\X\V and P c V. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let CI = (O,, . . . , 0,} be ajnite family of open subsets of X. The family 
di = {a,, . . . ) a,> covers the corona VX if and only if the Lebesgue function of the farnil 
KY tends to infinity. 
Proof. Let Ei = X\Oi. The Lebesgue function of the family c( tends to infinity if and only 
if the family El, . . . , E, diverges, and L? covers the corona if and only if VX n nl= 1 Ei = 0. 
Thus our proposition is just a reformulation of Proposition 2.3. cl 
Dejnition 2.6. Let p be a family of subsets of X. We say that ,n is dispersed at injinity or 
simply dispersed if for any number R there exists a finite subfamily 4 c ,u such that all the 
pairwise distances between members of ~\4 are > R. The distance function for ,u is the 
function rP :p + R + defined by r,(A) = d (A, U (B E ,a: B # A}). 
A family p of bounded subsets of X is dispersed at infinity if and only if the distance 
function rP tends to infinity in the following sense: for any C > 0 there are only finitely many 
A E: p with r,(A) < C. Suppose ,U is such a family, and suppose that to every A E /_I a subset 
A’ c X is assigned so that A’ is contained in the (r,/3) -neighbourhood of A. Then the family 
CL’ = {A’ : A E p} is dispersed at infinity. 
Let CI and /I be two families of bounded subsets of X, let K and N be two compact subsets 
of X with K c N, and let R > 0. We are going to define a family %(c(, b, K, N, R) of 
bounded subsets of X which is a “join” of c( and p depending on K, N and R. For every B E j3 
let B’ be the union of B with all members A of a such that d(B, A) 6 R. Put a bounded 
subset I/ c X in &‘(M, p, K, N, R) if and only if one of the following holds: 
(1) VExand VcK; 
(2) VEpand VcX\N, 
(3) V = B’ for some B E p such that B meets N and d(B, X\N) < 2R; 
(4) V E a, d(V, X\N) > R and for every I3 E /? such that B meets N and d(B, X\N) 
< 2R the distance between V and B is > R. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Let a, p, K, N and R be as above. Let y = %(a, /?, K, N, R), and let C, r be 
positive numbers such that r d R. Suppose that 
the diameters of all members of c( are < R; 
the diameters of all members of /I are < C; 
if A, B are distinct members of c( and A, B do not meet K, then d(A, B) 2 r; 
all the pairwise distances between members of p are > 5R; 
d(K, X\N) > C + 6R. 
Then: 
(1) ifMistheopen2R-neighbourhoodofX\N,then(ufl)nM c uyand(ua)\M c uy; 
(2) the diameters of all members of y are < C + 4R; 
(3) if V is in the symmetric difirence between y and c(, then V does not meet K; 
(4) if U, V are distinct members of y and at least one of the sets U, V is not a member of cI, 
then d(U, V) 3 r; 
(5) if U, V are distinct members of y and U, V do not meet N, then d(U, V) b 5R. 
Proof: We prove (1). The inclusion (u j3)n M c uy is obviously true. To prove the 
inclusion (~a)\ M c uy, assume that A E c( is such that A\ M # 0. Then d(A, N) 2 R, since 
the diameter of A is < R. Hence either A E y or A c B’ for some B’ E y, depending on 
whether there exists B E /I such that B meets N, d(B, X\ N) < 2R and the distance between 
A and B is > R. In any case we have A c uy. Thus (uc()\ M c uy. 
Every set of the form B’ is contained in the 2R-neighbourhood of B and hence has 
diameter < C + 4R. This proves (2). 
Let V be in the symmetric difference between y and SI. If V E y\rx, then V = B or V = B’ 
for some B E p with d(B, X\N) < 2R. Since d(K, X\N) > C + 6R, V does not meet K. If 
V ~a\?, then either V is contained in a member of y of the form B’ or d(V, X\N) < R. In 
both cases V does not meet K. This proves (3). 
We prove (4). Let U, V be distinct members of y such that V # CI. If both U and V belong 
to /I, then d(U, V) > 5R > r. If U = B; and V = B; for some B1, B2 E /I, then 
d(U, V) > R 3 r, since d(B1, B2) > 5R and B;, B; are contained in the 2R-neighbourhoods 
of B1 and B2, respectively. Suppose that U E a and V = B’ for some BE fl. Then 
d(U, B) > R, otherwise U would not be a member of y. Assume that d(U, V) < r. Then there 
exists A E CI such that d(U, A) < r and d(A, B) < R. It follows that 
d(U, X\N) < d(U, A) + diam A + d(A, B) + diam B + d(B, X\N) < C + 5R. 
Since diam U < R and d(K, X\N) > C + 6R, U does not meet K. Similarly, A does not 
meet K. But then the inequality d(U, A) < r contradicts the conditions of the lemma. This 
contradiction proves (4) in the case U E ~1 and V = B’. Other possible cases are considered 
similarly. 
Finally, (5) is obvious: if U, V E y do not meet N, then U, V E p and hence d(U, V) 2 5R 
provided that U # V. 
Definition 2.8. Let L be a positive function on X. A family p of bounded subsets of X is 
controlled by L if for any A E n and any x E A the diameter of A does not exceed L(x). 
Let us say that a family p of subsets of X almost covers X if there is a compact subset 
K c X such that p covers X\K. 
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LEMMA 2.9. If asdim X < n, then for every positive function L on X such that 
limx+, L(x) = co there exist dispersed families pl, . . . , p,,+ 1 of bounded subsets of X such 
that each pi is controlled by L and p = lJyZ:pi almost covers X. 
Proof For every R > 0 there exists a cover F(R) = Ulz: Pi(R) of X by bounded 
subsets such that all the pairwise distances between members of Fi(R) are 2 R 
(i = 1, . . . , n + 1) and for some C(R) > 0 the diameters of all members of 9 are < C(R). 
The family pi will be an appropriate “join” of the families Fi(R”), where R, tends to infinity. 
Foreveryi=l, . . . . n+lands=1,2, . . . we shall define inductively discrete uniform- 
ly bounded families $i(s) of subsets of X, a sequence Kc, c No c Kr c N 1 . . . of compact 
subsets of X with Us,, int K, = X and an increasing sequence RO, RI, . . . of positive 
numbers with lim,,, R, = 00 such that the following conditions hold: 
(1) for each s = 1,2, . . . the family Y(s) = Uy2:gi(s) covers X\No; 
(2) each g(s) is controlled by L; 
(3) if A and B are distinct members of a,(s) and A, B c X\N, for some t < s, then 
d(A, B) 2 5R,; 
(4) if I/ is in the symmetric difference between %i(s) and 9i(s + l), then I/ does not 
meet K,. 
It follows from (4) that for every i = 1, . . . , n + 1 the upper limit nrlJsa f 3i(S) of the 
sequence %i(l), gi(2), . . . is equal to the lower limit urns B t 3i(s) of this sequence. Let 
p”i = lim,,, gi(s) be the common value of these limits. Conditions (l), (2) and (3) imply, 
respectively, that p = ulrir pi covers X\No, that p is controlled by L and that each /Ji is 
dispersed at infinity. 
Let R0 = 1, and let K0 be a compact subset of X such that L(x) > C(1) for every 
x E X\Ko. Let No be the closed C(l)-neighbourhood of KO. Let S,(l) be the collection of all 
members of Fi(l) which do not meet KO. Then 9(l) = lJIZrrSi(l) covers X\No. Suppose 
that for some s the families Bi(s) have been defined, as well as the sets K,, N, and the 
numbers R, for all t < s. Let Y(s) = Ul,f:Si(s). Pick R, > max(s, R,_ 1) so that the diameter 
of every member of g(s) is < R,. Pick a compact subset K, of X so that N,_ 1 c K, and 
L(x) > C(5R,) + 4R, for every x E X\K,. Let N, be a compact neighbourhood of K, such 
that d(K,, X\N,) > C(5RJ + 6R,. Let 
Yi(s + 1) = x(gi(S), Bi(5Rs), Km N,w RJ 
The construction is complete. 
To check the conditions (l)-(4), we argue by induction on s. Apply Lemma 2.7 to 
c( = 9i(S), p = Flli(5R,), K = K,, N = N,, R = R,, C = C(5RJ and r = R,_l. The condition 
(1) of Lemma 2.7 implies that for some M c X we have U%(s + 1) 3 
(~~(s))~A4)u(UF(SR,)\M) mu%. Since 6(l) covers X\No, the same is true for each 
B(s). Thus (1) holds. 
To check (2) suppose that A E ‘?J(s + 1) and x E A. If A E ‘Z?(s), then diam A < L(x) by 
the assumption of induction. If A E g(s + l)\%(s), then by (2) and (3) of Lemma 2.7 we have 
diamA<C+4R and AcX\K. Since L>C+4R on X\K, it follows that 
diam A < L(x). Thus (2) holds. 
We check (3). Let A and B be distinct members of 9i(S + 1) such that A, B c X\N, for 
some t < s + 1. If t = s, then d(A, B) 2 5R, = 5R, by (5) of Lemma 2.7. If t < s and 
A, B E %i(s), then d(A, B) > 5R, by the assumption of induction. Finally, if one of the sets 
A, B is in gi(s + l)\Si(s), then d(A, B) > r = R,_ 1 2 R, by (4) of Lemma 2.7. 
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Condition (4) coincides with (3) of Lemma 2.7. We have checked that the constructed 
objects satisfy all the required conditions. El 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let n 3 1 be given and let X be a locally compact metric space with 
proper metric d. Suppose that there is a sequence of subcontinua [Ki]i”=l in X with the 
following properties. 
(1) For each compact set C in X, there is an N such that for i > N, K n C = 8. 
(2) For each i there are n disjoint pairs of closed sets in Ki, Vi = {(Cij, Dij)}j”= 1, such that 
pi is an essential family in Ki. 
(3) For each j, limi,, d(Cij, Dij) = CO. 
Then dimvX > n. 
Proof The conclusion will be proved by showing that under the hypotheses, there is 
a mapping f: VX -+ T” which is onto such that every mapping g: VX + T” which is 
homotopic tof is also onto. Clearly, such a mapping f is not possible unless dim VX > n. We 
now construct the map f: The first step is to produce a map h :X -+ R” which is slowly 
oscillating and which has certain other properties. In order to produce this map we need to 
restrict our attention to a subsequence of the K;s having some additional properties. 
CLAIM 1. Let {Mj}g 1 be a sequence of positive numbers such that Mj /1 co. Then there is 
a subsequence of the K~s, {Ki,}? 1, h aving the following properties. 
(i) For all k and p, d(Ki,, Ki,) > 3Mk + 3Mr. 
(ii) For all 1 d j < N and all k, d(Cij,, Dij,) > M,. 
We leave it to the reader to verify that such a sequence {Ki,}? I exists. We assume that 
we have some fixed sequence of Mj’s in mind. Since we will only be working with the 
subsequence {K,,)p, we simply rename the original sequence [Ki]El so that it has the 
following properties. 
(i) For all i and j, d(Ki, Kj) > 3Mi + 3Mj. 
(ii) For all 1 < j < n and all i, d(Cij, Dij) 2 Mi. 
The newly defined sequence of Ki’S will now be the means by which we produce the 
function h : X + R”. The properties we need for h are given in Claim 2. 
CLAIM 2. There is a slowly oscillating map h: X -+ R” such that the following hold. 
(a) For each i, nj(h(Cij)) = {0} w h ere nj: R” --f R is projection onto the j-axis of R”, 
ldjbn. 
(b) For each j, 1 6 j 6 n, limi,, d(nj(h(Cij), h(Dij)) = CO. 
We will prove Claim 2 shortly. We now assume Claim 2 and show how it implies the 
existence off: VX + T”. Let h : X + R” be the slowly oscillating map in Claim 2. Then 
eo h : X + T” is also slowly oscillating where e : R” + T” is the usual covering map onto 
T” with e-‘(l) = Z” being the lattice of integer points in R”. This implies that eo h has an 
extension to the Higson compactification X. Denote this extension F : 8 + T”. Now there 
is an N such that for all i 2 N and all 1 <j < n, d(nj(h(Cij)), nj(h(Dij))) > 1. Since %?i is an 
essential family in Ki we must have that h(Ki) I I” in R” for all i 2 N. This implies that 
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e 0 h(Ki) is onto T" since I” maps onto T" under e. This implies that F : R + T" is onto. Since 
Ki +c.c as i *cc, it must be that F IvX is onto T" as well. Let f = F 1 vX: VX + T". This is 
the map we are seeking. We now show that any map g: VX + T" which is homotopic to 
f is also onto T". 
CLAIM 3. Zf g: VX + T" is homotopic tof, then g is onto. 
Proof of Claim 3. Suppose not. Then there is a map g : VX + T" which is homotopic to 
f which is not onto T". Now sincefand g are homotopic andfhas an extension to all of R, 
namely F, g also has an extension G to all of X which is homotopic to F. We now make use 
of the fact that T” is a topological group and that e: R" + T" is a topological group 
homomorphism. Let x. y denote the group multiplication in T" and let s : T" + T" denote 
inversion, s(x) = x-i. Since- G are homotopic, (eo F). G: rf -+ T" is null homotopic. 
Thus, (so F). G has a lift, (s 0 F).G: 8 -+ R". Since X is compact, the image of this lift is 
contained in some ball about the origin of radius M. Let H: X x I + R" be the straight line 
homotopy connecting (eo F). G to the constant map Q(X) = 0, H(x, t) = t. (em(x). 
Then e 0 H: X x I + T" is a homotopy between (s 0 F) . G:R + T" and the constant map 
cl:)3 + T". 
Since the map g is not onto and VX is compact, there is a compact neighborhood L of VX 
in 8 such that G(L) also fails to be onto T". Now there is an N such that KN c L and 
d(n,Ah(Cij)), ~~{h(Dij))) > 2M + 2 for each 1 Q j d n. This follows from the properties (i) and 
(ii) of Claim 2 together with the fact that Mi /1 cc. Now F. (eo H)I KN is a homotopy 
between GIKN to FIKN. Now FI KN has a lift, namely hlKN and this lift is unique up to 
covering transformation since KN is connected. Now the homotopy F .(eoH)IK, also has 
a lift to a homotopy H’ : KN + R" connecting h) KN to some lift G of G I KN. This homotopy 
is bounded by M. Thus, G and hlKN are at most M apart in uniform norm. Since VN is an 
essential family, we must have that G(K,) contains all the points of nr= 1 [M, M + 21. This is 
because lZj(G(CNj))l < M for all 1 < j 6 n and lnj(G(D,j))l > M + 2 for all 1 <<j < n. HOW- 
ever, e(fl;= ,[M, M + 21) = T" and thus G(K,) = T". This contradicts the fact that KN c L 
and that G(L) # T”. This proves Claim 3. 0 
All that remains in the proof of Proposition 2.10 is the proof of Claim 2. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let NM,(Ki) be the Mi-neighborhood of Kti We will construct 
coordinate maps hj : X + R” for each 1 < j < n. On each closed ZMi-neighborhood of Ki let 
hj be defined by 
h,(x) = 
> d(x, Ki) 6 Mi, 
- (d(X, Ki) - Mi), ML < d(X, Ki) < 2Mi. 
If for all i, x is not in the 2Mi-neighborhood of Ki, then define h,(x) = 0. This definition is 
well-defined since {NzM,(Ki))F 1 is a disjoint collection by (i). It can also be easily seen that 
hj so defined is continuous. Now we show that hj is slowly oscillating. Let R > 0 and E > 0 
be given. Let N be such that for i > N, R/& < E and R < Mi. Let K be a compact set 
containing U ycl’NzM, (Ki) and suppose that x, y # K with d(x, y) < R. If it happens that 
h,(x) = hj(y) = 0, then d(hj(x), hj(y)) < E. Suppose that x E NZM,(Kk) for some k > N and 
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suppose that y E N&Km) f or some m > N. Suppose that k # m. Then we may suppose 
without loss of generality that Mk < M,. Since d(x, y) < R < Mk, we have that 
d(& K,) < 3Mk + 2M, < 3Mk + 3M,. However, by (i) of Claim 1, d(&, K,) > 3Mk + 
3M,, a contradiction. Thus, either x, y E NzM, (Kk) or h,(x) = 0 or hj(y) = 0. In either case 
we can use the above definition for hj on Kk and the fact that R > d(x, y) > Id(x, Kk) - 
d(y, Kk)l to show that Ihj(x) - h,(y)1 < R/G < E. This completes the proof of Claim 2 and 
of Proposition 2.10. 0 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proofof Theorem 1.1. Let n = asdim X. We must show that for any open cover y of VX 
there exists an open refinement 2 of y such that 3, = Ur=‘:~i, where each family hi is disjoint. 
Since the sets 0, where 0 is open in X, constitute a base of X, we may assume without loss of 
generality that y = {o”, n vX, . . . ,6, n vX} for some family tx = (O,, . . . , 0,} of open sub- 
sets of X. Let L(x) = maxI c i G .% d(x, X \ Oi) be the Lebesgue function of CI. Proposition 2.5 
implies that limx+m L(x) = co. According to Lemma 2.9, there exist dispersed families 
Pl, ..’ 9 pn + 1 of bounded subsets of X such that p = urzir pi almost covers X and each pi is 
controlled by L/2. Let Yi : pi + R + be the distance function for pi (Definition 2.6). For every 
A E pLi pick a point c(A) E A, and let A’ be the R-neighbourhood of A, where 
R = R(A, i) = min(ri(d) /3, L(c(A))/2). Let pi = {A’: A E pi}. According to the remark after 
Definition 2.6, each family pi is dispersed. 
Let fl = lJ:z: pi. We claim that fl refines M and that the Lebesgue function L, of ,8 tends 
to infinity. If A E pi, then A is contained in the ball with center c(A) and radius L(c(A))/2, 
since pi is controlled by L/2. Hence A’ is contained in the ball with center c(A) and radius 
L(c(A)) and therefore also in an element of CI. Thus p refines CI. 
We show that the Lebesgue function LO tends to infinity. Let c > 0 be given. Pick 
a compact set K c X so that L(x) > 2c for every x E X\K. There exists a compact K’ c X 
such that every member of p which meets K is contained in K’. Since each pi is dispersed at 
infinity, there exists a compact set N c X such that rAA) > 3c for every i = 1, . . . , n + 1 
and every A E pi such that A meets X\ N. Let x E X\(K’u N). Pick A E p so that x E A, and 
pick i so that A E cli. Then A meets X\N and does not meet K, whence r,(A) > 3c and 
L(c(A)) > 2c. It follows that R(A, i) > c. Hence the ball with center x and radius c is contained 
in A’ E p. We have proved that LB(x) > c for every x E X\(K’u N). Thus L, tends to infinity. 
Assign to each BE /I an integer j = I, . , s such that B c Oj, and let pi,j be the 
collection of all members of Bi to which the index j is assigned (i = 1, . . . , n + 1, 
j= 1, . . . . s). Let Vi,j = ~,!Ii,j. For each i = 1, . . , n+ land1 <j<h<sthesetsl/i,jand 
Vi,h diverge in the sense of Definition 2.1, since pi is dispersed. In virtue of Proposition 2.3, 
the family {Vi,jnvX:j = 1, . . . , S} is disjoint. It follows that the family pi = (~i,jnvX: 
j = 1, . . . , s} is also disjoint. Since the Lebesgue function of ,4 tends to infinity, the Lebesgue 
function of the family { Vi,j: i = 1, . . . , n + 1, j = 1, . . . , s} also tends to infinity. Proposi- 
tion 2.5 implies that 1 = ulzir li covers vX. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Given Proposition 2.10 we only need to demonstrate a sequence 
of subcontinua, {Ki} in R” having the properties in the proposition. It is clear that 
Ki = n;= 1[21°i, 2l li] will satisfy the conditions with the pairs of opposite faces in this n-cell 
being the essential family %‘i in Ki in the proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Any compactification CZ of a Tikhonov space Z is completely 
determined by the set of all pairs (A, B) of closed subsets of Z such that the closures of A and 
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B in CZ are disjoint [5, Theorem 3.5.5-J. Thus the proposition is equivalent o the following: 
if A, B are closed subsets of Y, then their closures in Y are disjoint if and only if their 
closures in X are disjoint. In virtue of Proposition 2.3, the closures of A and B in X are 
disjoint if and only if A and B are disjoint and diverge in X, in the sense that for every R > 0 
the intersection of the R-neighbourhoods of A and B is bounded. Similarly, the closures of 
A and B in Y are disjoint if and only if A and B are disjoint and diverge in Y. It is easy to see 
that divergence in X is equivalent o divergence in Y. 0 
Proofof Theorem 1.6. Let d1 be a word metric on Ii and let d be a word metric on I. We 
may assume that rlr Q d . Since every ball &(x, R) is compact, the intersection I1 n&(x, R) 
is bounded with respect to dl. We show that vf(x) # vf(y) for every two different points 
x, y E VI,. Take open neighborhoods U,, U, of x and y in i;, with an empty intersection of 
the closures i7,n U, = 8. By Proposition 2.3 the system UxnI1, iTyn rl diverges with 
respect to dl. Show that UJ, and O,,nr diverges with respect to d as well. Assume the 
contrary: there is a number R > 0 and there are points Xi E 0X n rl and yi E U,, n rl, tending 
to infinity, with d(xi, yi) d R. Then the sequence {xi- ‘yi} lies in the ball BJe, R) of radius 
R and centered at the unit e E I. Therefore there is a number RI such that dl(e, x; ‘yi) 6 RI. 
Hence dl(xi, yi) < RI. This contradicts to the fact that U,nI, and If,nT, are divergent 
with respect to dl. 
3. THE WEINBERGER CONJECTURE ON THE HIGSON CORONA 
Let X be a compactification of the universal cover ET of a classifying space 
BI = K(I, 1) of geometrically finite discrete group I. The action of I on ET is small at 
infinity in 8 if and only if for every boundary point x E X\EI and for every compact set 
C c: ET for every neighborhood U of x there exists a smaller neighborhood I/ such that if 
g(C) n V = 0 for some g E I then g(C) c U. We recall that a group I is called geometrically 
jnire if there exists a finite complex K(I, 1). In the case of geometrically finite group every 
metric d on K(I’, 1) induces an uniformly contractible proper metric d on the universal 
cover ET. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 8 be a compactification of ET with a small action at injnity of 
a geometrically jnite group r. Then the identity map idEr can be extended to a map 
< : ET -+ R of the Higson compact$cation ET of ET onto X. 
ProoJ: First we prove the proposition in the case of metrizable X. Let p be a metric on 
8, it suffices to show that lim x,,diam, RR(x) = 0 for any R > 0 [16, Proposition 11. We 
show that for every R and every E > 0 there is a neighborhood U 13 8\ET such that for 
every x E U, diam, RR(x) < E. Let Z c ET be a compact subset with p(Z) = BT where p: 
ET -+ BT is the universal covering map. Since the metric d on ET is proper, the closure Y of 
R-neighborhood of Z is compact. Since the action is small at infinity, for every y E X\ET 
there is a neighborhood I’,, such that g(Y) c O,(y) whenever g( Y)n V, # 0. Here O,(y) is an 
open c-ball in (8, p) centered at y. Define U = U ye~,ErVy. If x E U, then x = g(x’) for some 
x’ E Z and some g E I. Then RR(x) = g(BR(x’) c g(Y). Hence g(Y)n V, # 0 for some 
y E X\ ET. Then BR(x) c O,(y) and hence diam, BR(x) < E. 
If X is not metrizable we present X as a limit space of an inverse system {X6, wz} of 
metrizable compacta X, 2 ET such that w;IEr = idEr. Since for every TV we can construct 
a map 4, : ET -+ X, such that w; 0 5, = tp, there exists a limit map 5 : ET -+ X. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.7. We consider a diagram generated by the exact sequence of pairs 
(X, R - ET), (ET, v(K)) and a map 5 of Proposition 3.1: 
l?(X;Q) t- H:(EI;Q) ‘p fiI’-‘(X\EI-;Q) - fi’-‘(8;Q) 
I I 5’ 
. . . - H;(EI-;Q) ‘i E;I’-‘(VET;Q) - ... 
A homomorphism a in this diagram is an isomorphism and, hence, d is an epimor- 
phism. 0 
Definition (Gromou [9]). A Riemannian manifold M” is called hyperspherical (rationally 
hyperspherical) if there is a Lipschitz map f: M” + R" of the degree one (nonzero) onto 
Euclidean space. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Roe [18]). A manifold M” is hyperspherical (rationally hyperspherical) if 
and only if there is a map f: vM” -+ S”-’ of the degree one (nonzero). 
Here by the degree off we understand the degree of the homomorphism 8 of * : Z = 
H”-‘(S”-‘;Z) + H;(M”;Z) = Z. 
The proof of Theorem 1.8 is based on Gromov-Lawson [l l] theorem: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M” be aspherical manifold such that its universal cover N” is (rationally) 
hyperspherical. Then M” cannot carry a Riemannian metric of positive scalar curvature. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. First we show that without loss of generality we may assume that 
n is even. If n is odd we consider a new aspherical manifold M” x S’ which has the universal 
cover N x R with the compactification XN equal the suspension over N’ for which all 
conditions of Theorem 1.8 hold. Then by the conclusion of Theorem 1.8, M” x S’ cannot 
carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. Therefore M” itself does not admit a metric of 
positive scalar curvature. 
The pairs (N’, N’\N), (N, vN) and the map 4: N + N’ of Proposition 3.1 form the 
diagram: 
0 = +(N~;Q) - KW;Q) ‘a fin-l(~‘\~;Q) 
I I 5’ 
. . . - K'(N;Q) ‘i tin- ‘(vN;Q) 
Let e be the unit in Q = H:(N;Q). Since a is an epimorphism, there is CI such that a(a) = e. If 
n - 1 is odd, then by virtue of the Serre theorem an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Q, n - 1) 
can be presented by an infinite telescope T,- 1 of n - l-spheres, i.e., T,_ 1 = Uf2 1 Mi is the 
union of mapping cylinders Mi of nonzero degree maps pi : S”- ’ + S”- ’ such that Mi is 
glued by its bottom to the top of ML+ 1 for all i. Here the domain of 4i is called the top of 
Mi and the image of 4i is the bottom. We represent a by a map 4 : N’\ N -+ T, 1. Since the 
image of 4 is compact, q(N’\N) 1’ ies in some finite telescope Ti_ 1 = (,Jf= 1 ML. Let 
g:T:_I + S”-’ be a projection onto the bottom of Mk. Let j:S”-’ -+ T,_, be the 
inclusion of the bottom of Mk, then the maps q andjog q are homotopic. Hence (jog oq)* 
(1) = c1 where 1 E Q = H”- ’ (K(Q, n - 1)). Therefore (g oq)*(j*( 1)) = ~1. Consider a map 
f =gOqO<ly,:vN + F--l. The commutativity of the diagram implies that 8f *(j*(l))= 
ag*(g oq)*( j*( 1)) = e and hence the degree off is nonzero. Actually, it’s easy to show that the 
degree off equals one. Then Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 complete the proof. 0 
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Example 3.4. There exists an uniformly contractible Riemannian metric on R* such that 
the Higson corona is infinite dimensional. 
Proof: We take the metric on R* from [4], which gives a Riemannian manifold M that is 
uniformly contractible and is not hyperspherical. Assume the contrary: dim vM < co. 
According to the construction of M there is a cell-like map f: S’ -+ X of 7-dimensional 
sphere onto a certain compact X such that the open cone OX over X with weighted cone 
metric is within a finite GromovHausdorff distance to M. Then vM = VOX, and there is 
the natural map g : vM + X (see [ 181). If dim vM is finite, then the standard lifting property 
of cell-like maps implies that there is a homotopy lift q: vM -+ S’ of the map g. Since the 
cone map o(f): O(S’) = M + OX induces an isomorphism o(f)* : @(OX) -+ H:(M), an 
easy diagram chase shows that the degree of q is one. This yields a contradiction with 
Theorem 3.2. q 
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